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METASHIELD
COIN
The MetaShield Coin is a community
focused DeFi Token



We’re anchored
on integrity,
respect and

transparency.

We’re a
community that

pursues
excellence and
simplicity in all

aspects.

We’re a
Token with a

responsibility to
give back to our

community.

Our Values



MetaShieldCoin vision

The MetaVerse is the next
evolution of interaction. Our

vision is to build a
community around secure
digital assets within the

metaverse
 



You can buy it on PancakeSwap with 1% slippage

Token Details
Token Name: Meta Shield Coin
Token Symbol: $SHIELD
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000

Token Address:
0xf9b25c96c659648a805Bf40b4D1dc
4F22abCB936
Token Explorer:
https://bscscan.com/token/0xf9b25c
96c659648a805Bf40b4D1dc4F22abCB9
36



How to
Buy
$SHIELD

First, download and install the TrustWallet from the App store. 
Add or Purchase Binance Smart Chain with your TrustWallet. 
Make sure you have BNB coins in your wallet. Add $SHIELD to your
TrustWallet.

Token Contract Address:
0xf9b25c96c659648a805bf40b4d1dc4f22abcb936
Token Symbol: $SHIELD
Decimals of Precision: 9

    Connect TrustWallet with PancakeSwap. Select a currency, paste    
the $SHIELD token contract address and add it to the exchange.
The last step is to swap your BNB for $SHIELD. 
     
        After a successful swap, your TrustWallet will pop up asking you
to confirm the transaction.

Congratulations! You are now the proud owner of $SHIELD tokens.

https://trustwallet.com/


Phase Two Phase three

Marketing push to spread
awareness

Website launch
1000 telegram members

Meme development
Meta Shield Coin launch

Influencer marketing
push

Listing on coin gecko
Listing on coin market

cap
25,000 telegram

members
25,000 holders

100,000 holders
100,000 telegram

members
Air drop

Large influencer
marketing push

More memes from
community

Phase One



150,000 holders
increase marketing
MetaShield Swap

Add way more memes
Website Redesign

300,000 Holders
Release Metashield Coin

Swap.
Release NFT market

place, NFT collection.
Memes. Everywhere.
Bridge More Chains

To the Moon

Phase Four Phase Five

Road Map 
There may be intermediate developments of the steps in the roadmap. SHIELD Token

reserves the right to make changes and adjustments regarding the roadmap. Of course,
flawless and complete work is provided for the steps specified in the roadmap



Community
You can join our growing
community and follow our social
media accounts and turn on
notifications to keep abreast of
$SHIELD Token news, community
conversations, announcements and
all related developments.

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/metashieldcoin

Telegram: https://t.me/joinchat/WW2kROsr4GJjNGZk

WhatsApp:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/Jt1IPLBHyzW9JydZB12gVx

Website: www.metashieldcoin.com



Document/
URL &
Contact
Get access to $SHIELD Token
related resources, links and
contact information.

Website:  https://metashieldcoin.com

Support Email: support@metashieldcoin.com

Buy On PancakeSwap:
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?
outputCurrency=0xf9b25c96c659648a805bf40b4d
1dc4f22abcb936


